SYKES Leads the Way With Expertise in Data Labeling
SYKES fuels the full customer experience (CX) with data labeling, data science, analytics and technology.
Explore our history and expertise in data labeling.

We’ve been labeling data for 13+ years.
In 2005, SYKES built a branch for data labeling to start analyzing care performance. The core function of
the group was to turn unstructured data from social, chat, email and voice interactions into structured data
to allow for labeling, analysis and optimization.
We label data every single day.
Data labeling occurs on every account, every day, as part of our regular course of business. Our sophisticated
team has established unparalleled expertise in consistent data labeling with an advanced ontology and
calibration system. The system we use in preparing data-labelers allows for a more accurate set of inputs
into the machine-learning process. This calibrated accuracy is key to accelerating the advancement of
chatbots, robotic process automation and other innovations that involve AI-related machine learning.
We label to drive CX improvements.
We see data as fuel — fuel that can drive new areas of innovation for your business. Once our team labels
the data, we focus on analysis.
Text interactions: Structured data analysis uses clustering, classification, predictive analytics and
semantic annotation
Social media: Listening to social media and conducting content moderation provides additional intel
on the voice of the customer; data that acts as leading indicator or customer satisfaction confirmation
source; and helps detect trends in volume, topic drivers, and positive or negative sentiment toward
the brand
Agent activity and interactions: Labeling through OneSYKES, our cloud-based delivery platform, helps
identify patterns, training opportunities, compliance and more
All insights are fed back into our partner’s overall customer experience to provide continuous improvement
and optimization.

We label to pioneer machine learning and AI innovations.
We’ve built upon our data-labeling expertise to proactively roll out intelligent customer experience
capabilities in emerging areas like AI, chatbots, machine learning, automation and more.
Labeled data applies human judgement to unstructured data, allowing us to take this machine-readable
human judgement and identify patterns and meaningful observations
Machine-learning algorithms can be created to uncover those same observations in millions of sample
sets to drive automation and more
Enables: automation using chatbots, inclusion of cobots for man + machine advantages, and routing of
the hardest-to-solve needs directly to skilled agents for one-to-one support

ABOUT SYKES
Sykes Enterprises, Incorporated is a leading provider of multichannel demand generation and customer engagement services
for Global 2000 companies and their end customers. SYKES’ differentiated full lifecycle solutions and services — digital
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